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Economic Impact of Bipolar Disorder
Bipolar disorder is a chronic mental illness, and refers to a spectrum  
that encompasses several diagnoses, including bipolar I, bipolar II,  
and cyclothymic disorder.1,2 

Bipolar I disorder, marked by extreme manic episodes, has a lifetime 
prevalence of 2.1% and a 12-month prevalence of 1.5%.2,3 This equates  
to approximately 4.9 million and 3.7 million adult Americans, respectively,  
who are affected.3 The onset of bipolar disorder typically begins between  
the ages of 15-24.4 It can be diagnosed at any age; however, the average 
age of onset for bipolar I disorder is 22 years.3 There is often a considerable 
interval between onset and first treatment or first hospitalization.4

Bipolar disorder is one of the most costly of all mental health conditions.  
In one study of commercial claims data from 1996, while only 3%  
of 1.7 million patients were identified with bipolar disorder,  
they accounted for 12.4% of the total plan expenditures.5 In another  
study of healthcare utilization and costs from 2004 to 2007 in an  
employee-sponsored, self-funded plan, patients with bipolar disorder  
had higher adjusted mean costs per member per month than patients  
with asthma, coronary artery disease, depression, and diabetes – with the 
exception of patients who had both diabetes and coronary artery disease  
(n=455; approximately $2000).5,6 

Healthcare Utilization and Costs5,6

Illness

Asthma

Coronary artery disease

Depression

Diabetes

Bipolar disorder

Adjusted Mean Costs

~$900 (n=2770)

~$1250 (n=1759)

~$1300 (n=1290)

~$1250 (n=1418)

~$1700 (n=122)

Treatment for Individuals  
With Bipolar Disorder

The estimated direct and 

indirect costs of bipolar I and  

II disorders in 2009 were 

$30.7 billion
and 

$120.3 billion, 

respectively.5
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The Challenges Presented to Health Plans

Care is likely to be more expensive for those patients 
with a delayed diagnosis of bipolar disorder.5 

In a constituency survey by the National Depressive and Manic-Depressive 
Association, only one in four individuals with bipolar disorder reported 
receiving an accurate diagnosis within three years of first experiencing 
symptoms.7 The misdiagnosis of bipolar disorder can have negative 
consequences, and delayed diagnosis may lead to higher costs and 
worsening clinical outcomes.5,7

Additionally, while estimates vary across the literature, the average  
bipolar medication nonadherence rate is reported to be 40%.  
Nonadherence is associated with outcomes such as relapse,  
hospitalization, functional impairment, and suicidality.8

Patients with bipolar disorder are more likely to commit 
suicide—more so than any other psychiatric or general 
medical diagnosis.5

In addition, suicide attempts are costly. In comparing the one year before 
and after 352 patients’ first suicide attempt, one study found that the mean 
healthcare cost more than doubled following the attempt. A large cost 
increase was seen during the month following the attempt in inpatient and 
emergency services; however, there were lasting increases in outpatient  
and prescription costs.5
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Greater than 33% of patients with  

bipolar disorder remained misdiagnosed for  

ten or more years, delaying treatment.7
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Patients with bipolar disorder, including bipolar I, may 
face challenges which contribute to low treatment rates.3

Comorbidities  

Patients with bipolar disorder are more likely to have other psychiatric 

disorders.5,9 Comorbid conditions are associated with longer episodes  

of illness, shorter periods of remission, poor treatment compliance,  

and suicidality.5 

 Adverse side effects  

Patients with bipolar disorder may experience unwanted side effects  

from some medications, or combination of medications.9

 Finances  

Patients with bipolar disorder may lack insurance or face other  

financial barriers.3

 Poor insight  
Patients with bipolar disorder may lack insight, which may interfere  

with their ability to make treatment decisions.4

Stigma  

Frequently cited as a barrier to mental healthcare, stigma is associated with 

reduced treatment seeking.10

Treatment for Individuals  
With Bipolar Disorder

While there is no cure for bipolar 

disorder, treatment can decrease  

related morbidity and mortality.4
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Treatment of Bipolar Disorder 

Bipolar disorder is a condition which generally requires long-term treatment. 
While there is no cure for bipolar disorder, treatment can decrease related 
morbidity and mortality.4

Medication Therapy

With regard to treatment, medication therapy is considered to be one essential 
component.4 Federal Drug Administration approval includes indications for 
medications which have passed rigorous scientific reviews for specific uses 
in specific disorders.11,12 Medications which have been used to treat bipolar 
disorder have included:

• Mood stabilizers13

• Antidepressants13

• Antipsychotics14

Psychosocial Interventions

Psychosocial interventions which may be considered for patients with bipolar 
disorder include:

• Psychoeducation9

• Cognitive behavioral therapy9

• Family-focused therapy9

• Interpersonal and social rhythm therapies9

• Group psychotherapy4

• Peer support15

In conjunction 

with medication, 

psychosocial 

interventions, which  

focus on illness 

management 

tactics, may offer 

some benefit 

to patients with 

bipolar disorder.9
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Promoting Treatment
Medicaid, as the single largest payer of mental health services, recognizes  
that it is able to promote evidence-based practices for mental health 
patients, including those with bipolar disorder diagnoses. In reviewing  
the Medicaid data, there are recommendations which other stakeholders  
may find beneficial.16

Encourage integrated, collaborative care   
Interdisciplinary relationships can provide for rapid referral of a patient  
when needed.17 Additionally, there is a high frequency of medical  
comorbidities in patients with bipolar disorder, potentially necessitating  
physical health monitoring and preventative screening.9,16 A patient-centered 
team approach may offer the greatest likelihood of success.9 

Encourage psychosocial interventions    
In one study of patients with bipolar spectrum disorder age 18 years and 
older, a systematic care management program reduced the frequency 
and severity of manic episodes.18 In conjunction with pharmacotherapy, 
other studies have shown psychoeducational programs focused on 
early symptom recognition reduced manic episodes, psychoeducational 
programs focused on self-management skills reduced subsequent mania 
and depression, those focused on cognitive behavioral therapy reduced 
frequency of mania and depression, and family-focused psychoeducation 
reduced mood disorder symptoms and risk of relapse.18 Consider examining 
the extent to which the psychosocial interventions being reimbursed are 
aligned with evidence-based practices and how you are monitoring and 

tracking the services.16

Examine whether policies and practices delay care    
Medicaid data showed that higher copays and more stringent  
prior-authorization procedures were associated with a decreased  
rate of continuous medication use.16 Also, consider whether policies  
regarding medications, such as fail-first policies and limits on quantity  
or refills, are potentially impacting patients.16 Nonadherence is  
associated with outcomes such as relapse, hospitalization, functional 
impairment, and suicidality.8

Treatment for Individuals  
With Bipolar Disorder
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Monitor quality     
The National Behavioral Health Quality Framework, developed by the 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, provides a 
method by which to examine and prioritize quality for prevention, treatment, 
and recovery elements. The framework is designed for multiple levels, 
including the payer level.19 Claims and enrollment data may be used to track 
progress toward the goals of the framework, as well as irregularities in how 
patients are receiving care and services.16
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Consider examining the extent to which the 

psychosocial interventions being reimbursed 

are aligned with evidence-based practices.16
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Stigma and Bipolar Disorder

Patients with mental illness, such as bipolar I or another bipolar disorder, 
experience stigma that may negatively impact their care.1 Unfortunately, the 
healthcare system is one of the key environments in which patients with mental 
illness experience stigma and discrimination.2

Bipolar I, marked by extreme manic episodes, has a lifetime  

prevalence of 2.1% and a 12-month prevalence of 1.5%.3,4  

This equates to approximately 4.9 million and 3.7 million  

adult Americans, respectively, who are affected.4

Though the literature regarding stigma specifically related to bipolar is  
limited, there is substantial research related to stigma and mental illnesses.5  
This resource is based upon this knowledge, and surmises that patients with 
bipolar disorder may be subject to the same types of stigma as those patients 
with other mental illnesses. 

Combating Stigma

Stigma has been identified as one of the primary barriers to accessing care  
and to receiving equitable quality of care.2 It is frequently cited as a barrier  

to mental healthcare and is associated with reduced treatment seeking.6 

For people with mental illness, stigma can lead to2:

• Inadequate access to proper treatment

• Less treatment compliance

• Breakdown of the therapeutic relationship

• Greater avoidance of healthcare services

Effectively combating stigma ultimately requires multidimensional, multilevel 
approaches that address stigma holistically, from programming to structural 
change.2 Payers are in a unique position to champion anti-stigma initiatives.  
In recognizing the potential impact of stigma, payers are able to structure 
programs and offer education in order to combat it. 

Combating Stigma

2

The onset of bipolar 

disorder typically begins

between the  
ages of 15-24.  
There is often a 

considerable interval 

between onset and 

first treatment or first 

hospitalization.7



Strategies that payers may employ to address stigma:

Committing to the cause  
Consider a public campaign showing your support in the effort to combat 
stigma. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
offers a guide for developing a local, regional, or statewide initiative to combat 
stigma, which is available on their web site.8

Offer skill-based training to staff and providers  
Targeted training can offer an avenue by which providers can learn what  
to do to help. The “what to do to help” approach, for example, has been  
used as part of some anti-stigma programs.2

Offer support  
Speaking with others who have bipolar disorder can help patients to better 
understand and gain greater control over their illness. Patients engaged 
in peer support programs have been shown to be more likely to utilize 
behavioral health services of all kinds.9 Groups such as the National Alliance 
on Mental Illness and the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance offer local 
and internet supports.10,11

Underscore autonomy   
Stigma contributes to the belief that patients with mental illness are unable  
to make their own decisions.1 Among the resources directed at patients,  
you can encourage autonomy by offering a Psychiatric Advanced Directive, 
which outlines a patient’s wishes when they are unable to do so themselves.12

Ask professionals and leaders to help combat stigma   
More voices lead to more awareness.13

Portray people realistically  
Patients with bipolar disorder experience periods without symptoms.  
Avoid depicting the illness and the patient’s symptomology as always being  
in an acute episode, and instead, describe their entire life and the cycles of 

their condition.14

3
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Stamp Out Stigma,  

an initiative by the 

Association for Behavioral 

Health and Wellness,  

is one example of a 

campaign to publicly 

address stigma.15
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Types of Stigma

Stigma falls into four categories

Public stigma is based on the endorsement of a stereotype of mental illness 
by the general population. For example, the idea that a patient with mental 
illness is unreliable may result in a provider disbelieving a physical complaint.13

Self-stigma is the result of the patient internalizing the discriminatory beliefs 
and then acting based on the internal belief. For example, if a patient believes  
a stereotype which suggests that people with mental illness are unreliable, they 
may believe that they are not reliable enough to keep up with the demands of a 
job because of their mental illness.13

Label avoidance refers to a third type of stigma, where a patient may not 
seek mental health services in order to avoid being labeled.13

Structural stigma refers to societal norms and institutional practices which 
may limit the opportunities and resources available to a stigmatized patient.16 
This type of stigma may be visible in a lack of integrated care services or a lack 
of appropriate referrals to behavioral health providers.17

Healthcare providers and health plan workers are not immune to stigmatizing 
behavior. They typically see patients with mental illness when they are most 
unwell, which may give a biased view of the patient and their chance of recovery.2

References: 1. Corrigan P, Watson A. Understanding the impact of stigma on people with mental illness. World Psychiatry. 2002;(1):16-20. 2. Ungar T, Knaak S, Szeto AC. 
Theoretical and practical considerations for combating mental illness stigma in health care. Community Ment Health J. 2016;(52):262-271. 3. American Psychiatric Association. 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th ed. Arlington, VA: American Psychiatric Publishing; 2013. 4. Blanco C, Compton WM, Saha TD, et al. Epidemiology 
of DSM-5 bipolar I disorder: Results from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions – III. J Psychiatry Res. 2017;(84)310-317. 5. Griffiths KM, 
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Psychiatry. 2014;(13),161-175. 6. Dockery L, Jeffery D, Schauman O, et al. Stigma- and non-stigma related treatment barriers to mental healthcare reported by service users 
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mental illnesses. National Association of Social Workers web site. http://www.helpstartshere.org/health-and-wellness/disabilities/disabilities-your-options-psychiatric-advance-
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Bipolar Disorder: A Spectrum

Bipolar disorder is a chronic mental illness and refers to a spectrum  

that encompasses several diagnoses, including bipolar I, bipolar II,  

and cyclothymic disorder.1,2 

Bipolar I disorder, marked by extreme manic episodes, has a lifetime 

prevalence of 2.1% and a 12-month prevalence of 1.5%.2,3 This equates  

to approximately 4.9 million and 3.7 million adult Americans, respectively,  

who are affected.3

While bipolar II disorder seems to be more common in women, bipolar I 

disorder affects men and women equally. The onset of bipolar disorder 

typically begins between the ages of 15-24. There is often a considerable 

interval between onset and first treatment or first hospitalization.4

Sometimes called manic depressive disorder, bipolar disorder is a serious 

mental illness that causes dramatic shifts in mood, energy, and activity  

levels. Moods can range from manic or hypomanic episodes—characterized 

by periods of elation, inflated self-esteem, grandiosity, decreased need for 

sleep, increased talkativeness, racing thoughts or ideas, and energized 

behavior—to periods of depression and hopelessness.5

Diagnosing Bipolar Disorder

Patients may experience significant distress 

and/or impairment in important areas  

of functioning, such as work, cognition,  

and interpersonal relationships.2
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Economic Impact of Bipolar Disorder

Bipolar disorder is one of the most costly of all mental health conditions.6  

In one study of commercial claims data from 1996, while only 3% of  

1.7 million patients were identified with bipolar disorder, they accounted  

for 12.4% of the total plan expenditures.6 Healthcare costs are dramatically  

higher for patients with bipolar disorder than those without, largely  

because of increased medical utilization, although direct mental health 

spending is also higher.7

In one study of healthcare utilization and costs from 2004 to 2007 in an  

employee-sponsored, self-funded plan, patients with bipolar disorder  

had higher adjusted mean costs per member per month than patients  

with asthma, coronary artery disease, depression, and diabetes—with the 

exception of patients who had both diabetes and coronary artery  

disease (n=455; approximately $2000).6,8

The same study further evaluated these costs and considered the distribution 

of specialty care costs. They determined that the top 20% (by cost) of 

patients with bipolar disorder accounted for 64% of the total costs and were 

more likely to be women with more comorbidities. The same top 20% of 

patients with bipolar disorder also had significantly higher hospital admission 

rates and more hospital days compared with the remaining 80%. 

The estimated direct and 

indirect costs of bipolar I and  

II disorders in 2009 were 

$30.7 billion
and 

$120.3 billion, 

respectively.9
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Healthcare Utilization and Costs6,8

Illness

Asthma

Coronary artery disease

Depression

Diabetes

Bipolar disorder

Adjusted Mean Costs

~$900 (n=2770)

~$1250 (n=1759)

~$1300 (n=1290)

~$1250 (n=1418)

~$1700 (n=122)
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Biploar Disorder: Diagnostic Challenges

In a constituency survey by the National Depressive and Manic-Depressive 

Association, only one in four individuals with bipolar disorder reported receiving  

an accurate diagnosis within three years of first experiencing symptoms.10

Why do misdiagnoses happen?

Unipolar depression is more common than bipolar depression, and  

patients with bipolar disorder are more likely to present with depression.11  

Patients may also experience a series of depressive episodes before  

ever experiencing a manic, hypomanic, or mixed episode.12,13

The symptoms of depression for a patient with bipolar disorder may  

be similar to the symptoms of depression for a patient without bipolar 

disorder. This may potentially lead to a misdiagnosis.11

Patients with bipolar disorder may have symptoms which prompt providers 

to consider diagnoses such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, 

personality disorders, panic disorders, substance use disorders, or 

schizophrenia spectrum disorders.2

Diagnosing Bipolar Disorder

Greater than 33% of patients with  

bipolar disorder remained misdiagnosed for  

ten or more years, delaying treatment.10
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Potential Consequences of Misdiagnosis

The misdiagnosis of bipolar disorder can have negative consequences, and  

delayed diagnosis may lead to higher costs and worsening clinical outcomes.6,11

The treatment that a treatment team may recommend for a different diagnosis, 

such as major depressive disorder, may not provide the same response in 

patients with bipolar disorder.6,11 Negative consequences may not be limited  

to mental health; patients with untreated bipolar disorders have higher rates  

of death from cardiovascular causes.12

Additionally, care for patients with a delayed diagnosis of bipolar disorder may 

be more costly than for those patients with an early diagnosis. An analysis of 

the California Medicaid program comparing patients with delayed diagnosis 

of bipolar disorder to patients with early diagnosis showed that patient costs 

increased by $10 per month before a correct diagnosis and decreased by  

$1 per month afterward. The same analysis showed that the annualized 

total cost for a patient with delayed diagnosis was $2316 higher at year six 

compared to those patients with early diagnosis.6
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Delayed diagnosis 

may lead to higher  

costs and worsening  

clinical outcomes.6
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Supporting Diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder 

Screening for bipolar disorder may improve efficiency and increase 

sensitivity in detection.4 When using a structured interview, approximately 

21% to 26% of patients who present with depression or anxiety will meet 

criteria for a bipolar disorder diagnosis.12 

Payers may wish to consider educating providers  
on the following resources:

•  Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ): A 15-question validated  

self-reporting tool. Patients answer questions regarding symptoms, 

symptom clusters, and functional impairment. When used, the MDQ  

can help identify almost three-quarters of patients with bipolar  

disorder and screen out the diagnosis in 90% of those who do not 

have it.11 It is available through the Substance Abuse and Mental Health 

Services Administration (SAMHSA).14

•  Standards for Bipolar Excellence (STABLE): A resource toolkit 

published by the SAMHSA. It includes screening tools, assessments, 

and best practice information for monitoring bipolar disorder.15

•  Hypomania/Mania Symptom Checklist (HCL-32): A 32-question 

validated self-reporting tool. It has questions on emotional state, usual 

mood/activity/energy, and symptoms. When used, the HCL-32 can 

help identify 80% of patients with bipolar disorder and screen out the 

diagnosis in 51% of those patients who do not have it.11

Diagnosing Bipolar Disorder

Early diagnosis 

may reduce the 

risk of relapse and 

improve response 

to treatment.12
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Strategies for Payers
With the knowledge that bipolar disorder is a mental illness, payers may be 
able to employ the following strategies, which have been recommended for 
mental illnesses in order to support diagnosis and treatment.

Combat stigma   
Stigma has been identified as one of the primary barriers to access care.16  
It is frequently cited as a barrier to mental healthcare and is associated with 
reduced treatment seeking.17 Bipolar disorder is common in primary care 
settings.12 Reducing discrimination in these settings may help the chances  
of effective screening and early intervention for mental health conditions.18

Encourage innovative solutions for access    
The lack of access to psychiatric services is a challenge and may cause 
delays in treatment. Innovative strategies for mental health services  
which payers may wish to consider include18:

•  Telepsychiatry, which can be used for consultation

•  Colocation of psychiatric and primary care services, which may 
increase each specialty’s knowledge of the other’s standards and 
promote functional integration

•  Collaborative care model, which is a team model, may identify gaps  
in care and improve the team’s ability to brainstorm solutions. It may  
also contribute to early intervention by way of a culture shift in how 
providers practice

Educate primary care providers   
Primary care providers are usually the ones who make the diagnosis and 
initially treat patients with mental health issues. Encourage primary care 
providers to improve their skills in interviewing patients and diagnosing  
mental health conditions.18

Strategies for 

employers:

•  Combat stigma

•   Encourage 
innovative solutions 
for access

•   Educate primary 
care providers
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